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Ah, the simple life…or at least a little more organized. It’s usually helpful and just

more fun to work with a partner to tackle some of life’s challenges. A non-judgmental

friend or a professional organizer can often cut in half (or more!) the time that you

would spend on an organizing

project. They can also

collaborate on solutions you

may not consider on your

own. Kids and adults both go

through the same challenges

of learning organizing steps

and then staying motivated to

follow through. Especially if

your time is extremely

valuable, or if you have a

deadline looming, calling a professional organizer can save you time, money, and

loads of stress. With success on one or two projects, you can learn how to

consistently organize anything, including space, time, paper and information. Below

are some tips that will help you to think differently about the spaces you may struggle

to keep organized. Please use these 31 Simple Tips for Organizing Space, Time

and Paper & Information to find shortcuts and creative, cost-effective solutions to

regain control in your life.

Just tackle one new organizing idea each day, and you'll see big changes in just one month!
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Reconsider what comes into your space before it has a chance to become clutter.

Sort junk mail right into the trash rather than setting it on the counter. Dispose of

unwanted promotional gifts rather than bringing them home. Delegate work items

rather than piling them in your office. Be creative about ways to reduce the intake so

the upkeep is manageable.

Instead of hampers, give each

family member two laundry bins

under the bed or in the closet and

have them sort colors versus whites

daily. Then a load of wash can

either be a full hamper, or all family

members’ hampers combined. This

eliminates piles of laundry in front of

the washing machine. 

Pull all that stuff out of the attic. You’ve forgotten you have it anyway, and the extreme

temperatures and critters are wreaking havoc on the good stuff. Find homes for useful

items and ensure valuable keepsakes like photos are stored in the same environment

where you live.
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Invest in appropriate lighting for areas that are hard to organize. Dark closets and dim

offices tend to accumulate clutter and resist organizing efforts more than well-lit areas. 

Use a power strip to make

outlets behind furniture more

accessible and cords more

containable. Once plugged in,

the power strip can be brought

to the desk level or even

mounted above the furniture to

make changing out equipment

easier. 

Utilize “wasted” space underneath or in the

kitchen cabinets with coffee cups in a

specially designed shelf-hanging rack, rather

than stacked on the shelves. Store food

wraps in hanging shelves or shelves

adjusted to the height of the wrap boxes

rather than valuable drawers. Store specialty

items, like holiday platters, vertically so they

store compactly.

Buy two sleeves specially made to contain plastic grocery bags for re-use. Keep one

in the kitchen where grocery bags are unloaded, and fill it after shopping. When full,

rotate it with another bag sleeve where bags typically get used, such as in the garage,

near a wastebasket elsewhere in the house, or use for cat litter or doggie dropping

disposal. Take remaining bags back to the grocery store for recycling.

Store tablecloths and napkins in the dining

room rather than the linen closet and they’ll get

used. Use a covered basket or pretty storage

box to hold them in plain sight if there is no

other storage. 
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Use pretty photo-storage

boxes to hold small office

supplies on shelves, especially

if your work area has no

drawers.

Allow yourself to have a

home office, whether or not

you are employed or you

actually work at home.

Setting up a home office

allows supplies, files and

resources to be displayed

attractively and accessibly,

making everything from late

night reports to routine bill

paying easier and more

pleasant. 

When situating your

stuff, label as much as

possible to reinforce a

new organizing system

for yourself and to

communicate to others

what the new system is

storing.
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Keep a “Books to Read” and a “Movies to Watch” page in your organizer and take it

with you when visiting the library, book store, or when browsing movies. 

Store items needed when leaving the house, such as mittens, tissues, sunscreen and

keys, in a canvas shoe organizer at the front door for quick getaways. Over –the-rod or

over-the-door shoe organizers are a snap to install and can be found at any home store. 

Keep a calendar/to-do list/contact file combo as your organizer. If using a paper

calendar, chose one that is portable but still large enough to write all commitments,

both professional and personal. A paper system never crashes! Use the organizer to

hold often most used info, like shopping lists, reading lists, and phone/email contacts.

If you use a computer-based calendar, ensure that you know how to use the

calendar/to-do list/contact file functions so you can act quickly any time. 
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Assign each project or activity its own durable canvas bag or backpack and label the

bag. Each activity can be ready to go on a moment’s notice if arranged on a hook in

a closet or by the door. Scout materials, books for the library, “busy bags”, volunteer

committees, sports uniforms and equipment all can be arranged this way.

Pare down cleaning supplies to 3-5 bottles that can care for glass, carpet, and all

surfaces in full-strength and diluted concentrations. This will allow you to zip through

cleaning and to store fewer chemicals in valuable storage space. Take unused

cleaning supplies to a household chemicals collection point for disposal. 

Store all cleaning supplies together in one bucket with a handle, to allow you to move

through rooms with ease. 
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Invest in the best items you can afford. Fewer quality items coordinate better, require

less maintenance, and stand up over repeated use. They also usually pay back their

investment and ultimately take up less space in your home and life.

Every time there is an empty bag in the car, gather all trash for quick disposal. Get the

kids into the act and establish some small reward for taking charge of this task. Is a

clean car worth a quarter to you?

Be prepared for short trips and quick getaways to Paris in a flash! Stock a toiletries

bag with everything you need, ready to go, in your luggage.

Keep all keys at the door that is used most often, either on key hooks or in a basket

or dish. Have multiple sets of keys made for just in case. 
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Keep a calendar/to-do list/contact file organizer. The key is to customize it to hold

your most used info and a current calendar that is large enough to write all

commitments, including professional and personal. Carry it everywhere!

Have one designated magazine

storage area for all magazines

and catalogs, and keep it near

the space where you read them.

Recycle old items whenever the

container is full. 

Start an Idea File for excellent

ideas on topics that interest you,

rather than keeping entire

magazines. Pull out only the

pages with ideas, recipes or

plans you want to try and file

them together in a binder or

folder and recycle the rest of the

magazine. Scan them into a

digital file like the Evernote app

so you can actually search and

find them later.

Reduce paper by abandoning traditional, tedious filing. Instead, limit yourself to five

to twenty broad categories, such as, “Taxes 20XX”, “Medical info” or “Vital Records”.

You are more likely use simple, broad categories for filing and less likely to keep piling

countertops and surfaces. 

Keep a wastebasket and recycle bin in prominent places in the office space. Use

models that are large, attractive, and easy to empty. Making it easy to get to the

wastebasket will make it easier to set the paper free. 
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Think of files as

anything that can help

you organize your

papers. While

traditional file folders

and filing cabinets work

for some people, others

prefer pretty baskets,

colorful storage boxes,

or even open boxes on

casters. Open-slot mail

sorters may work for

those who prefer to see

their projects out and

visible at all times. 

Label information and date it to help keep track of information aging. If possible, mark

a purge date on the file, when you can comfortably throw away items, especially for

things like warranty papers and old financial records.

If you like to file in batches, write in the top corner of the document the word that you

will likely think of when you need that document. For example, if you will think of

“medical” when you go to review your insurance policies, write “medical” on the file

tab. This saves time when filing, already having determined where the information will

go. Or you might think: doctor, health, or insurance. There is no right answer, just the

one that works best for you.

Create a “to file” folder or basket, and do your filing either on a schedule (once a

week) or on a visual cue (when it gets full). 

Where you open mail and where you process mail may be two very different places.

Hang a small basket on a door near where you open mail to collect items you need

to take to your work area. Use the basket in reverse in your work area, filling it with

items that need to be returned elsewhere or shared with others.
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Darla DeMorrow helps people find

their desktops, their keys, time in their

calendar, money, and their

sanity. Based near Philadelphia, PA,

she’s worked with clients nationwide.

She’s a Certified Professional

Organizer®, NAPO member,

decorator, home stager, speaker,

published author, and business

owner, but even her kids still

sometimes leave toys on the floor. Her

company helps clients to reclaim

control, adding peace and beauty to

their lives, their homes, and their

workplaces.

She can be reached at 

Darla@HeartWorkOrg.com and

856-905-3202 (preferred) or

610-688-8595, and on all the usual

social media channels. Subscribe to

the blog for weekly inspiration. 


